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Rector
Jordanhill School will celebrate its
centenary in 2020.The Board together
with the Trustees of the EA Trust have
decided to launch a major fund raising
strategy linked to the centenary and
the wider aspirations of the School.
The Director of Fundraising (advertised
1 March) will lead a Development
Office which will open at the start of
session 2017-18. We are indebted to the Trustees of the
Educational Amenities Trust for agreeing to meet the costs
of this initiative for an initial 5 year period. All proceeds will
go to the Educational Amenities Trust and will be used in
accordance with the Trust’s constitution.
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The financial pressures on the public sector are well known.
It is inevitable that such pressures will continue for another
4-5 years and that in this environment the School will be
unable to fund some of the opportunities afforded to
generations of Jordanhill pupils hitherto.
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The establishment of a Development Office offers a
positive way forward as an alternative to cutting provision
and/or very large increases in charges. It follows extensive
dialogue with our community around their priorities for
the future.
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The Director of Fundraising will play a lead role in
developing and implementing our strategy. We hope to
share specific aspects of that strategy with you later in 2017.
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As always it has been a great pleasure for me to meet a
large number of former pupils at reunions or on personal
visits and it is heartening to see several events already
planned for later this year.
In this edition of the Journal John MacLeod writes in his
inimitable style about his forthcoming history of the School.
Meanwhile the current generation of pupils are writing their
own history as you will read.
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Current and back copies of the Journal can be viewed
via the Alumni page on our web site.

Legion d’Honneur: Iain Cameron
Iain Cameron, was a machine gunner in the Royal West
Surrey regiment, within the 7th Armoured Division (The
Desert Rats). During the D Day landings the regiment
was held back by storms in the Channel and landed at
Arromanche on 12th June 1944. Iain was injured near
Lisieux within a few weeks of arriving in France and was
hospitalised near there. At this point his family back in
Glasgow received a telegram to say that he was missing
in action, but later discovered he was in a field hospital.
On his recovery he was sent to rejoin his unit, by then
fighting their way through Belgium. The 7th Armoured
Division was involved in the liberation of Ghent in
September 1944. Iain was again badly injured near
Eindhoven during this campaign, he still carries the scars
of the shrapnel wounds in his back and shoulder. He was
invalided back to England and latterly to a convalescent
home in Scotland. By the time he had recovered from
this injury, the war was drawing to a close and he was
(fortunately for his family!) given a desk job with the
army until the war ended.

Award of Legion d 'Honneur by the French Consul

In 2014 the French government decided to award
all living allied servicemen who had taken part in the
liberation of France in 1944 the highest honour it could
accord and subsequently was able to trace my father
and 8 other ex-servicemen from the west of Scotland.
They were all invited to a very poignant and impressive
ceremony at Glasgow City Chambers in April 2016
when their contribution to the freedom of French
citizens was recognised by awarding them the Legion
d'Honneur.
Iain and Jimmy

The day was even more memorable as Iain and his
old friend Jimmy Chalmers (Hillhead FP) whom he
met at Cally School were awarded their medals
together. Jimmy was in the medical corps and
arrived in Normandy on D Day.
Iain was born on 12th January 1925 and attended
Jordanhill School in the 1930s, before being
evacuated to Cally School near Gatehouse of
Fleet. After the war he played rugby for Glasgow
University, London Scottish and Jordanhill FPs
and was instrumental in setting up the FP club
premises and grounds at Kilmardinny.
Alison Cameron

Front row L to R: Ann McKenzie (sister), Iain Cameron
and Marie Cameron (wife)
Back row L to R: Alison, Rhona and Shelagh Cameron
All 6 are ex Jordanhill School pupils!
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Confucius
Classroom Opening
The formal opening of our Confucius Classroom took
place on Thursday 22 September 2016.
Guest speakers included Mr HAO Kuigang (Tianjin
Education Commission), Mr WU Jiansheng (Head
Teacher of Weishanlu High School – our partner
school in Tianjin), Susan Waugh (Policy Officer Scottish
Government) and Fhiona Fisher (Director of the
Confucius Institute for Scotland’s Schools).
We were particularly pleased to welcome Mr Hao
and Mr Wu and their colleagues WANG Junyan and
ZHANG Jianqing who had travelled all the way from
Tianjin for the occasion.
The ceremony was led by the S6 pupils who had
participated in the summer immersion course in Tianjin
in July 2016. They shared with us their reflections on
this wonderful opportunity.
Our guests were entertained by singing from Primary
3, a medley of traditional Scottish songs performed by
our fiddle group and renditions of ‘Lan Hua Hua’ and
‘Auld Lang Syne’ both sung in Mandarin by the Senior
Girls Ensemble.
The ceremony was attended by all pupils in P7 and
S1 all of whom commenced learning Mandarin at the
start of session 2016-17 along with the senior pupils
studying Mandarin as a general interest course and
some 30 guests.
Following the ceremony our guests visited the
Confucius Classroom in the south campus before
enjoying a delightful lunch with the sixth year in the
Learning Zone.
In the afternoon Mr Hao and Mr Wu took the
opportunity to visit Primary and Secondary classrooms.
On Tuesday 20th our visitors from China attended
the UK and Republic of Ireland Confucius Classroom
Conference 2016 held in Glasgow. The conference
was attended also by Mrs Fortune, Mrs Helary-Quinn
(Director of Languages) and Dr Thomson.
We are indebted to Mrs Fortune for all of her efforts
in acting as translator throughout the visit.
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The Swire Chinese Language Centre
at Jordanhill School opened in August 2016. It is
led by Mrs Yuwen Fortune, Principal Teacher of
Mandarin who also coordinates the work of our
Confucius Classroom.
In its first year the Centre is teaching Mandarin
to pupils from P5 to S1 and offering taster
experiences to S5-S6 and to staff. Over the
coming sessions the teaching of Mandarin will roll
out from S2 with National Qualifications being
offered in S4-S6.
From 2017-18 the Centre intends to offer
Mandarin as an option to pupils in St. Thomas
Aquinas and Knightswood Secondary schools
from S2 onwards. Pupils wishing to study
Higher or Advanced Higher will attend classes
at Jordanhill.
Developing an understanding of Chinese culture
is another key feature of the Centre's work. A
wide variety of activities and events support this.
• In July 2017 a group of 10 pupils and a teacher
will participate in the summer immersion
course in Tianjin.
• Three of our pupils will commence year-long
scholarships at the International University in
Tianjin in September 2017.
• In October 2017 a group of 26 pupils and 4
staff go on a 14 day trip to Tianjin and Beijing.
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Chinese New Year
Winners
The Confucius Institute for Scotland's Schools (CISS)
received 850 entries for their poster competition
celebrating the Chinese New Year. Jordanhill pupils
won prizes in three of the four age categories
• Primary 6: Second Place in the P4-P7 category
• S1: First Place in the S1-S3 category
• S6: First Place in the S4-S6 category

This success prompted the Minister for Culture at the Chinese Embassy in London to invite a pupil from
each year group to meet him at a reception held at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland on 3 February.
Gregor Hartley (P6), Lily Beveridge (S1) and Sam Cooke (S6) attended and greatly impressed the guests.
All pupils who contributed to the poster have received a certificate of achievement from CISS.
Sam, Cara Flynn and Kirsty MacDonald have secured highly prestigious scholarships to spend academic year
2017-18 at the International University in Tianjin, China.
Congratulations to all of the pupils who contributed to the posters. You can read more about our Chinese
Language Centre at
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/school/swire-chinese-language-centre
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Gold School Sports Award
Jordanhill School received the Gold School Sports Award from Sportscotland at a ceremony held
on 26th January 2017.
Pupils from S1 and S2 along with the school's Sports Ambassadors and the captains of our main sports
squads heard Al Kellock, Scottish internationalist and former captain of Glasgow Warriors, speak about the
part sport had played in his life. Al then took part in a lively Q&A session.

The Gold School Sports Award recognises outstanding commitment to PE and
school sport putting young people at the forefront of planning and decision
making.
On behalf of Spor tscotland Dawn McAuley congratulated the PE staff,
coaching team, ambassadors and pupils on their efforts which had led to this
prestigious award. Dawn then presented the Gold Award flag and certificate
to ambassadors Lachlan Callen and Kirsty MacDonald. The flag is now proudly
displayed on our flag pole.
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GLASGOW SCHOOLS CROSS COUNTRY 2017
Following snow in the early part of the week the Secondary Cross Country teams were very surprised to
set off for Nether Pollock with blue skies and sun overhead!
7 Secondary teams were entered. One got a bronze and 4 won gold!!!
S1 Boys started the gold rush with Jamie Hill also winning an out-standing individual silver.
S1 Boys Team Gold
Jamie Hill, Tony Anderson,
Kieran Findlay,
Christy McDermott,
Luke Morrison,
Kieran MacKie,
Carrick Gibb,
Aaron Purba, Chris Good,
Isaac Richardson

S1 Girls Team
Ella Ritchie, Nina Slowe,
Anna Cockburn,
Riona McClure,
Dara Wood, Sarah Ross,
Lily Beveridge,
Freja Condie, Orla Leese,
Amy Quigg

S2 Boys Team Gold
Euan Stout,
Lewis MacDonald,
Robbie Foster,
James Thomson,
Kevin Lynch Small,
Jack MacKinnon,
Jordan McMahon,
Joe Wadsworth,
Finn Herbet
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The S3’s kept the gold’s flowing with both Girls and Boys teams picking up Gold medals. Jojo Littlefield won
an individual silver as well as team gold.

S3 Girls Team Gold
Jojo Littlefield, Sophie Carbrelli, Rachel Hughes,
Zara Sattar, Lucy McGregor, Sasha Hazard,
Anna Nixon

S3 Boys Team Gold
Joel Wintle, Joe Ure , Callum Galbraith,
Saul McDermott , Fergus Ettles , Shayne Wilson,
Robbie Renwick, Issac Slowe, Lewis Ross,
Scott Gardener.

Rebecca Nolan was the only representative in the Senior Girls race. Fergus Blyth, Ewan Black and Josh
McDermott ran in the S4 race with Josh winning the silver medal.
Finally the Senior boys team took to the course. The team made up of one runner, a few rugby players
(even a prop!) and a token footballer won a honourable bronze medal
Senior Boys
Danny Smith
Finlay Smith
Luca Carbrelli
Cameron Doull
Andy McCour
Joseph Daly

Thanks to all Young Ambassadors for helping at the Primary and
Secondary events. Lachlan Callen, Kirsty MacDonald, Eva Kenny, Robbie
Renwick, Joel Wintle.
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Studies in the City
It was a scorching hot August day in New
York City when I touched down at JFK
airport, ready to embark on my year-long
adventure at Columbia University. I was
lucky enough to be joined by an entourage
of family members who saw this as an
excellent excuse for a holiday in the city and
so, together with my entire family in tow, I
jumped in a yellow taxi and travelled to the
centre of Manhattan to begin my exciting
journey. I couldn’t help but reflect that this
was entirely due to the very generous
support of Gordon and Linda Bonnyman.
I remember when Gordon Bonnyman
announced this one year at Prizegiving,
I thought ‘that sounds like an amazing
opportunity’ and then there I was in NYC
going to the very same university he had
talked about. I cannot thank them enough.

Columbia University

As the Columbia campus is based in the busy Upper West Side of Manhattan, student accommodation is
limited and so I was left to fend for myself, when it came to finding accommodation. Luckily I met another
Columbia student through an online university forum and moved into a three bedroom apartment in
Morningside Heights, just ten minutes walk from the beautiful campus. My apartment was also beside
Riverside Park and the Hudson River, which provided amazingly scenic running routes.
Living with Americans took some getting used to, as I would often use what they referred to as ‘British
words’ and would be met with a blank look. As we grew closer, I would test out my vocabulary on them,
before I made presentations and wrote up papers for university to ensure I would be understood. I
had expected that I would adapt to the American language and start
using ‘American words’, however, the interesting thing was, my two flat
mates actually started ‘speaking British’! It was agreed that within our
‘apartment’, the ‘trash’ would be called the bin and ‘sweaters’ would be
called jumpers. I was very lucky to find two new best friends in my ‘room
mates’ (we did not actually share a room, but this is still the correct
American term to use) that made exploring NYC a more exciting and
fulfilling journey.
My introduction to Columbia consisted of various welcoming talks and
orientation activities but most importantly the opportunity to get to
know my fellow classmates and find out more about their interests. I
was enrolled on a Human Rights Studies Masters program, which I had
chosen for its interdisciplinary nature and the flexibility to take classes
in various prestigious Columbia schools. Due to the nature of the
program, each student had very differing human rights interests, which
made for enlightening conversations not only in the first few weeks but
throughout the year, as we all discussed our areas of study and learned
about new issues.
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During my first few weeks at
Columbia, the university hosted
the World Leaders Forum. This
coincides every year with the
General Assembly at the UN and
attracts world leaders from all
over the globe to address students
in the famous Low Memorial
Library on the Columbia campus.
I was lucky enough to hear
President Santos of Colombia
speak about the ongoing peace
negotiations in Colombia, which
was particularly relevant to my
studies, which focused on human
rights in conflict and post-conflict
countries. He gave a fascinating
insight into the negotiations and I realized how lucky I was to attend such a renowned academic
institution.
Another benefit of studying human rights in a city that hosts the UN Headquarters was the variety
of classes led by esteemed teaching staff, many of whom were former UN secretariat employees.
I was lucky enough to take a class on the ‘Responsibility to Protect’ and mass atrocity prevention
with Professor Edward Luck, former Special Adviser to the Secretary-General on the Responsibility
to Protect.
Elizabeth Lindenmayer, former Assistant Secretary General and Deputy Chef de Cabinet also
teaches at Columbia’s School of International and Political Affairs. Having professors such as these
greatly enriches class discussion and offers students a real insight into the practicalities of human
rights and international relations, as they often told harrowing tales of their time in the field.
One of my classes was held
at the UNHQ and the whole
class was given the opportunity
to ask questions of various
Permanent Representatives
who represent their countries.
During this session I posed
questions to the UK Deputy
Permanent Representative
about British intervention in
Sierra Leone, a topic that I
was writing a paper on. We
also had the opportunity to
question representatives from
Egypt, Spain, Rwanda and many
other interesting countries.
Mhairi and Heather Galbraith
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Another advantage to studying in New York was the diversity of students in my classes.This made for some
very interesting debates and it was a unique experience to hear from people of all religions, ethnicities and
sexualities about the issues they face everyday in America and in their home countries. I became good
friends with people from all over the world and learned just as much from discussions with my friends as I
did from taking classes. As a member of the Human Rights Graduate Group I helped organize many activities
for interested students, from the academic – such as brown bag lunches (an American phenomenon - a
lunch time discussion, often with a key speaker) and film screenings to social events, such as happy hours
and thanksgiving celebrations.

As the only Scottish person, I was often asked to comment on the Scottish referendum and people
from all over the world took a real interest in what I had to say. During one class on the right to selfdetermination I was asked to give a presentation about the history of Scotland and the possible factors
that led to the referendum. This was an excellent learning experience for me, viewing the referendum
from a human rights perspective and as a class we analysed the reasons Scotland was able to achieve
a peaceful result unlike so many other countries. It was a strange experience to be treated almost as
a spokesperson for the Scottish people, and I found myself in a similar position in the days following
Brexit, when I was asked for my assessment of the views ‘on the ground’ and what I thought this meant
for the future of Scotland.
Living in New York was a lesson in what real multiculturalism looks like. It is a vibrant and eclectic city
with people of all nationalities, ethnicities and religion. The subway system offers easy access to the
whole of Manhattan and I spent many weekends exploring the different neighbourhoods and trying out
many varying cuisines. Manhattan and the surrounding boroughs have so much to offer, from worldclass museums and renowned tourist attractions to beautiful parks and amazing theatre. While there, I
was lucky enough to watch Madame Butterfly, the opera, at the Met Opera House; see the New York
Yankees play on several occasions; watch world-class tennis at the US Open and spend warm weekends
“studying” (sunbathing) in Central Park. New York is also fortunate in that it experiences four distinct
seasons. I was hoping for some dramatic snow storms, but unfortunately I only experienced one. It
was, however, fascinating to see the entire subway system shut down and central park be taken over
by snow ball fights and sledging. Fortunately or unfortunately, it happened over a weekend and all my
fellow students were disappointed this meant that classes were not cancelled.
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New York is also a hot bed of political activism for both domestic and international issues. During my time
in New York I attended anti-Trump rallies, the Commission on the Status of Women at the UN and various
other UN events about gun violence, inter-faith harmony and the role of women within the UN.These were
all eye-opening experiences, and an opportunity to engage with people of all ages from all backgrounds
who felt passionate about human rights issues.
I was also lucky enough to undertake two internships, one with Nonviolence International, an NGO that
promotes the nonviolent resolution of conflict; and the International Centre for Transitional Justice (ICTJ),
an NGO that works in post-conflict countries to promote justice for human rights violations suffered during
the conflict. I was so excited to be working at the ICTJ in the lead up to the signing of the Colombia peace
agreement and the subsequent plebiscite. During a brown bag lunch with staff from the Colombia office,
I got to see how this leading NGO shaped its policy on relevant issues and was exposed to the internal
debates that take place in an organisation as it decides which side to support.

It was with the help of the ICTJ and the International Disability Alliance that I completed my Masters thesis
on the human rights of people with disabilities in a post-conflict environment. Columbia also provided me
with a grant to conduct field research in Northern Ireland for my thesis and this was an invaluable experience
in human rights research. The friends I made and the connections I forged along the way will remain with
me forever and I know I am very lucky to have had such a truly amazing opportunity.
I officially graduated from the MA program in October 2016, after completing my thesis, but as the
University only holds a commencement ceremony once a year, I will have to wait until May to participate
in a graduation ceremony. My Columbia experience has taught me so much and has allowed me to forge
lifelong friendships and gain invaluable experience in the human rights field, both academic and practical.
While I remain unsure of where my career is taking me, I have no doubt that this experience will help me
get to wherever I (eventually) decide to go.
I would like to once again thank Linda and Gordon Bonnyman, for enabling such an amazing life changing
experience. Their generous support has allowed me to further my career and greatly contributed to my
own personal development and for that, I will be forever grateful.
Heather Galbraith
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History in the Making
Writing lazy school history is easy, especially as a big fat hundredth birthday looms and there be so big a
potential market – untold ageing JayCeeYessites still psychologically incapable of running down a corridor,
always neurotically keeping to the left, inexplicably loathe to wear any garments in brown…
I could shamelessly copy screeds from old magazines. Write about teachers with much rummage in the
cliché-box: ‘stern but kindly, she gave of herself selflessly.’ Add arch allusions to personalities and events only
I and fifty-something school chums could understand…
Stuff it with untold boring teamphotographs – beefy first XVs;
prefects whose faces suggest
virtue is its own punishment.
Be always pompous (‘All
of which brings one to the
regrettable events of 1972,
with, sadly, the concomitant
crudities of the period...’), drop
in whimsical snatches of Ovid
(in the original) and scatter arch
exclamation-marks throughout
like confetti.
Alas, I am an alumnus of
Jordanhill School, had seriously
good teacher s and have
academic conscience and
commercial instinct.

Disciplined history is conscientiously researched – reading every last scrap of available paper; chasing up
past staff and pupils for recollections. You need not relate everything – and space and charity rarely permit
it – but you need to know everything: being an ‘author,’ after all, entails authority.
The text must, time and again, pull back from the immediate story to put it in broader context; explain what
new thinking coloured Scottish education at that period or pressures bearing on a particular headmaster…
Explore, for instance, how in 1970 becoming a non-selective area comprehensive – with all entailed – changed,
in time, not just the school, but Jordanhill itself…
My book must be honest. But there are real ethical decisions, not least what I leave out; not abusing privilege
to settle old scores, while nevertheless ensuring my final text sparkles and fizzes.
I must add ‘colour’ -nicknames, anecdotes, the days when things went hilariously wrong; outline, for instance,
the ‘Room of Terror,’‘The Triangle,’‘Major Paul,’‘The Grog-Pit,’‘GeogSoc,’‘Jordanhill Trek’ and the ‘Totally Pointless
Bannisters.’ Explain why thousands can never hear T S Eliot’s The Magi without instantly remembering Mr
Branston. Why, one day, Pastor Jack Glass demonstrated at the school gates, or our part – twice, in two
decades – in Taggart…
All to make a centennial book intelligent Second Years can read and enjoy; absorbing even for folk who have
never set foot in Jordanhill in all their sad sorry lives.
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Anyway, such be my mission since a nod of Dr Thomson’s
sceptre in March 2014, and after three years of brooding
I will in a few weeks’ time at last sit before that scariest
of things – a blank screen – and start the serious typing.
But what a privilege. I have now made untold marches up
Chamberlain Road; made it upstairs to the windowless
Archives behind the Library, on the top storey – and been
constantly plied with custard-creams and Earl Grey by Mrs
Donaldson and Mrs Taylor, as kindly worker-ants tending a
vast, immobile aphis being milked for its honeydew.
Read every last school magazine (save for 1990, the only
one missing from the Archives. We’d welcome a copy.)
Pored minutes of the old ‘College School Committee’, untold PTA programmes (did we really
have so many cheese-and-wine evenings in the 1970s?) and all sorts of wonderful letters.
I have a yard-high pile of paper from three frantic years three decades ago, a huge fight for the
school’s very survival; enough photographs to cover the back pitch; and the entire and faintly
bonkers correspondence, between assorted solicitors and enraged headmaster, as Andrew
Walker – commander from 1936 to 1956 – did his level best to track down a travelling showman
whose performing monkey had been seen – and photographed! – in a remote English shire
in a tiny Jordanhill blazer… And you just know, had he ever found ‘em, they’d have been so
vapourised…
But life be not all dusty folders; custard-creams.There is diverting travel. Next week Miss Eleanor
McArthur grants me audience at her Hyndland home; the week after that, in douce Bearsden,
I hope to be received by Miss Margaret Goodwin. (Between them, not just as retired teachers
but as themselves former Jordanhill pupils, they gave seventy-eight years to the sacred precincts.)
I have been reduced to helpless giggles by Gordon Finlayson’s tales; shared Art Department
memories with Mrs Netta MacKay; learned much of dark and conspiratorial perspective from
Mrs ‘Nessie’ Kinnis… a fortnight ago, I enjoyed Peebles coffee with the Very Reverend Dr Finlay
Macdonald, I have had tea with Alastair Cram and I still hope to catch up with Mr Bedborough
in wee Clackmannanshire. If I can find it.
Emotionally involved as we all here are, it’s easy to forget how remarkable Jordanhill School
is. The only Scottish state school never, ever to have been run by a local authority. Just one of
three of our ‘all-through’ schools, entered as mewling 5-year old and left up to thirteen years
later as a sophisticated adult.
It has besides, in nearly a century, deftly adapted to change; seen off pretty determined enemies.
Alumni can be found all over the world and it inspires extraordinary affection even in many of its
teachers.They had practically to prise the late and much-loved Dr Joe McKendrick’s fingers off
the railings, after his 35-year presence, and, even now, they haven’t quite got rid of Mr Thorburn.
One big trap I must avoid is starry-eyed nostalgia… just as well that under this cold, forbidding
journalistic exterior there beats a heart of stone.
I loved Jordanhill College School, as it was back then; I look back on my years there with great
fondness.Yet even as a schoolboy I was aware, by 1980, of serious problems and I believe (and
that is starkly borne out by research) that in most respects today it is a far better school.
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It has at last adequate space, splendid
modern facilities and a happier if
more informal atmosphere. During
my visits (and in the last three years
I have dropped in many times, amidst
seething children) I have witnessed
no vandalism or drug use, overheard
no foul language or gross classroom
indiscipline, and witnessed no bullying.
That would not, sadly, have been the
case in 1979.
It is not all grinding scholarship, though,
and when Joanna and Linda have left
for the day and the North Campus is
left to myself and the cleaners, I often briefly wander round, back in spaces so familiar, floating down stairs
and along corridors and exploring extraordinary nooks and crannies. (It is a deliciously mysterious building
and, even now, old records and forgotten things still unexpectedly turn up: last year, a jannie uncovered
venerable builders’ drawings of the school in some dungeon decades innocent of footfall.)
There is a pathos in history, of course: teachers and even classmates of mine long dead, or former staff now
too infirm for interview. And, sometimes, only at the very grave do revelations emerge.
It was just at the funeral last year of Mrs Isabella Gibb (who taught English at Jordanhill in my time; a joyous
nursing-mother of the Literary and Debating Society) that we learned she had served in the war as a
code-breaker in Bletchley Park; only after his death, in harness, in 1983, that we discovered vague, gentle Mr
Graveson had been tortured by the Gestapo.
There was a special moment last week when my Form I history teacher, Mike Paterson (he, too, a former
pupil) kindly came into school one morning to be interviewed.
We sat for a pleasant hour in the library discussing this and that; I went to fetch something from the records
and, when I returned, he had drifted to the window and stood wordlessly gazing out, over gym and refectory
and playground and the back-pitch.
And I in like silence joined him, looking over this arena of
receding boyhood, where once – two decades apart - we had
toiled and roistered and broken untold rules, in those days
when the sun always seemed to be shining… when we were
sure we would always be young.
John MacLeod
Striving For The Highest - A Celebration of Jordanhill School will be
published in November 2019
Editor: It is with sadness that we note the death of Mrs Agnes
(Nessie) Kinnis on 23rd February 2017 shortly before the
Journal was sent to the publisher.
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Reunions in 2017
There are two former pupil reunion events taking place in the School this year. Each event will have a
drinks reception on arrival, short tours of the School and memorabilia displays, followed by a three course
meal with wine.
Class of 1967-1968 Friday 9th June 2017
A reunion event will take place for Jordanhill School pupils who left school in their 5th year in 1967,
and for pupils who went on to do 6th year and left in 1968, to celebrate almost 50 years since leaving
School.
To register an interest in attending, please contact Eric Armstrong (eric.armstrong231@gmail.com),
Derek Grant (dbgrant50@gmail.com) or Lyn Fulton (née Rankine) topsi7@msn.com

Class of 1966-1967 Friday 15th September
This event is for anyone who would have been in 6th year at Jordanhill School in 1966-1967, but may
have left earlier (Dates of birth November 1948- October 1949 approximately).
The contact for this event is Arlene Simpson (now Mrs Brown) who can be contacted by email to
arlene.b.brown@gmail.com

Tickets for the Reunion Dinners are now available for purchase at the cost of £45 per head, in any
of the following ways:3 Via our ONLINE-SHOP - scroll to the bottom of the shop page and tickets are under the
events category. Please enter your own name as the 'Pupil name' when ordering.
3 By telephone - 0141 576 2500. Please have your bank card details available.
3 By Cheque payable to Jordanhill School
80th Birthday Ladies Lunch Thursday 14th September 2017
A group of former pupils are planning a ladies lunch to celebrate their 80th birthday year - most having
started Jordanhill School in 1942 and leaving in 1955.
If you would like to register an interest in attending, and have not already done so, please contact Myra
McArthur (now Mrs Lawson) at myralawson144@btinternet.com.
The cost of the lunch is £15 per person and menu selections will be sent out nearer the event date.

A menu will be sent out from the School nearer the event date and those attending will be asked to make
menu selections in advance. Details of any special dietary requirements will be requested at this time.
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REUNION 1956 -1969
34 former pupils attended this reunion to celebrate 60
years since the start of their education journey.
We met for afternoon tea in Cafe Source Too at the
Hillhead/Jordanhill FP club in Hyndland on Thursday 10th
November 2016.
Although many of our number do not stay far away (the
West end of Glasgow being a very attractive place to live)
some travelled considerable distances from all parts of
the UK and also Southern Ireland to be with us.
Bill Thomson welcomed us all and paid tribute to those no
longer with us.We also had apologies from 13 friends who
regretted that they could not attend but wished us well.
We had a delicious afternoon tea provided by Cafe
Source, and a cake in the colours of the school tie which
was baked for us by Jane Collie's daughter, Kristine AlJndi.

True to the standard of our education, this very articulate bunch exchanged news and views, laughed
and joked for over 3 hours, and could have continued for another 3!
The school had provided us with some memorabilia and others brought their own photographs and
magazines which prompted many memories.
Our next reunion
gathering will be at
the school centenary
celebrations in 2020
when we hope as
many as possible will
be able to attend. We
now have a database
of over 50 fellow pupils
but would welcome
contact from others.
Please contact the
School if you would like
to be kept informed
of the Centenar y
celebrations.
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Reunion 1976-77
On the 18th November 2016 we had the 40th reunion
of the year of the class of 1976-77. Following a drinks
reception at 6.30pm in the beautiful new staff room,
we were given a tour of the amazing new building by
sixth year pupils and our very own Robin Paton (class
member and now Depute Head Teacher in the Primary
department).
On returning to the old building for a delicious buffet
prepared by the very helpful school catering staff
we were able to wander the building and view the
photographs of year groups, but I think only a few of us
could stop chatting long enough to do this before we
left at 10.00pm.
A good number then joined me in Scotstoun for more
chat, food and drinks. In what must be 'Cinderella
syndrome' all the ladies disappeared just before midnight,
but almost all the guys needed chucking out at 3.00am!!
On Saturday a few of us braved the frost for a tour of
the remains of the college with a welcome cup of hot
tea at my mums on Southbrae Drive.We then had lunch
at the old Esquire-now a Weatherspoons followed by
a finale curry at Balbirs and last orders at Oran Mor.
Many thanks to Sheena Hamilton and all the school staff
that helped make it a memorable reunion.
Garry Dickson
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Reunion Class
of '66
It came as a great surprise to many of us
in the Class of '66 to receive a message
from our former School Captain, Douglas
Bonnyman, in the autumn of 2015,
proposing a reunion to mark the 50th
anniversary of our leaving Jordanhill.
Once the unpalatable statistic had been
digested, there was great enthusiasm for
the idea, and work began on tracking
down more of our former classmates,
many of whom had escaped to the
furthest corners of the globe.
Over the months momentum grew, as
hundreds of emails were exchanged
and plans put in place. Mary Haynes
had the brilliant idea of compiling an
anniversary book, to which we were all
invited to contribute our life stories and
photographs. This was published online
shortly before the event itself, and was
immensely useful, not least as an aid to
recognising each other!
On the evening of 30th September
2016, around forty of us gathered at
the School, having arrived not just from
all over the UK but from as far afield as
Norway, New Zealand and the USA.
We were immediately swept up in the
pleasure of rediscovering old friends,
and together we enjoyed a tour of the
School (yes, there were a few changes!),
an exhibition of photos and memorabilia
(compiled largely through the admirable
efforts of David Rigg in Canada, who
sadly couldn't be with us) and an inspiring
address by the Rector, as well as an
excellent dinner.
Dougie then led off the after-dinner
speeches with an amusing trip down
memory lane, and this was followed by
witty contributions from Neil Arthur,
Dave Twiss and Forrest Rober tson,
among others.
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If we had ever wondered if there would be
enough to talk about, we needn't have worried: the
conversation was unstoppable, and we practically
had to be thrown out at the end of the evening, all
of which is evidence of the fact that there remains
a very special bond between the members of the
Jordanhill Class of '66.
We are all very grateful to the staff at the School
for their superb organisation of a truly memorable
evening, and we look forward to the next!
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Happy Memories
I very much appreciate receiving my copy of the Journal - enjoying all the articles and reminiscences of
former pupils. I feel so fortunate to have spent many years of my life at Jordanhill School. It is wonderful to
see how the School continues to flourish.
I well remember my first day arriving (in 1935), clad in my brown uniform, armed with the compulsory
slippers and green overall, to be greeted by the amazing Miss Dennistoun – Head of Primary. Such happy
days- gathering each morning for Prayers and “News” when each pupil had the opportunity to relate
some interesting experience; planting bulbs – memories of a wonderful aroma in the corridor as flowers
blossomed; making butter; learning in so many ways during our walks in the Grounds – such an amazing
environment to ‘learn’.
The onset of war changed life for everyone. The School was taken over by the Army – the environment
providing excellent training facilities. Evacuation – Primary Department to Gartmore – Senior School to
Calley House. I spent one year in Ayr returning home to meet up with few remaining class mates. Lessons
were held in various homes and also in Rothesay and the Woodend pavilions and eventually, promotion to
the College – almost a sense of normality.

Class Photograph 1939
Alistair McLaughlan, Colin Wilson, Willie Murchie, Robert Burns, Kenneth Simenson, Michael Kerr,
Craig Pringle, Roy Kinnear
Tommy Chalmers, Ronald Fraser, ? Tom Hutchison, Jim Campbell, Ian McLuskie, Billy Sloan
Andrew Mitchell, ? Mary King, Margaret Colvin, Miss Harrison, Marie Hay, Lois MacKie, Evelyn Dryden,
Lilias Paterson
? McIntosh, Aileen Binks, Jean Kinghorn, Betty Bell, Sheena Montgomery, Doreen Lovell, Nan Deas,
Betty Somerville, Marion Gladding
Chris Pattie, Irene Campbell, Doreen Wright, Phyllis Miller, Margaret Maestri
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Introduced to French by the formidable Mme Buttberg - our form teacher, the glamorous Miss Scott.
Eventually, a return to our School and a degree of normality. Great selection of teachers – to name a few
– Mr Gray, Mr Hart, Miss Thomson, Mr Paul, Mr Finlayson, Miss Ramsay, Peter Whyte (almost 103 years – his
death recently announced) and also the diminutive Miss Schlomka, my Latin teacher. I still have visions of her
gliding along the corridors, gown billowing behind. Prayers and assembly each morning conducted by our
much revered headmaster Andrew Walker. Happy days of study and sport which I much enjoyed – tennis,
hockey, net ball. Sports Day – winning the House Trophy for “St John” in my final year.
Our form pioneered the Gilbert & Sullivan operas which continued with great success. ‘Trial by Jury’ – the
first followed by the ‘Mikado’. As a Higher music student, I was privileged to play the part of Katisha. These
were such happy fulfilling days!
The sad emotional day arrived as we left in the 6th form – amazing memories! How privileged I feel to
have had the opportunity to be educated at J.C.S.

Staff 1950: Miss Montgomery third from left in second row back
It is strange the direction life takes. Little did I imaging I would have the good fortune to return to my Alma
Mater as Secretary, working with Andrew Walker and many of my former teachers. I was fortunate to be
invited by two formidable ladies – Miss Chesters (French) and Miss Donaldson (English) to accompany –
probably the first group of senior pupils travelling to Paris – a very exciting and successful venture. I finally
left to be married in 1954.
My years at Jordanhill will always hold a very special place in my heart.
Sheena Boyd (nee Montgomery)
FP
1930-1948
Staff 1949-1954
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Peter Whyte
Some older former pupils and perhaps one or two members
of staff will remember Peter Whyte, who died on 3rd
December 2016, just eight days prior to his 103rd birthday.
He had two spells on the staff of Jordanhill College School
(as it was then called), the first in 1937/38, having gained an
honours degree in mathematics at Glasgow University and
completed his teacher training course at Jordanhill College.
His teaching career was interrupted when the Second World
War began and he volunteered to join the Royal Air Force,
where his mathematics background took him into Air Traffic
Control and later the development of Radar Research. He was
commissioned and served in England and Northern Ireland,
and after D-Day in France and Germany, reaching the rank
of Squadron Leader.
When he returned to the School early in 1946 to restart his
career, he cut a handsome figure in his RAF uniform and many
of the senior girls were bowled over! During Mr Whyte’s five years on the staff he took an active interest in
many School activities, coaching and refereeing Saturday morning rugby matches, looking after the interests
of Crawford House, and attending the debating society. In 1946 Peter married primary teacher Jess Bissett,
whom he had first met during his pre-war time at the School.
In 1950/51 Peter became Principal Teacher of Mathematics at Kelvinside Academy, and later Head of
Mathematics at Glasgow High School for Boys. During that period he gained international recognition as
an expert in the so-called New Maths of the 1960s. In 1966 he was appointed Rector of Hutcheson’s Boys
Grammar School, and remained in that post until his retirement in 1978. His twelve years there were to
prove the highlight of a distinguished career in education.
His first challenging task was to plan and supervise the transfer of the School from its original Gorbals home
in Crown Street to a green field site at Crossmyloof. He then had to mastermind the amalgamation of the
Hutchesons Boys and Girls Grammar Schools into a single co-educational institution, successfully balancing
the interests of governors, staff and pupils. He created new roles for the expanded school and enabled a
greater number of bright pupils from differing backgrounds to gain a successful education there.
Peter Whyte’s connections with Jordanhill School were re-established later. Some years after his first wife
Jess died he met Etta Lang on a school cruise, and they later married and spent some 35 happy and active
years together. Etta and her late husband Ralston Lang had both been modern language teachers at the
School, and their daughters Sheena and Eileen were both educated here.
In their many years of retirement Peter and Etta travelled the around world together on extended holidays
and also paid regular visits to France. At home they were both elders and regular attenders of Jordanhill
Parish Church, involved in many church activities. When into his nineties Peter was still an enthusiastic
member of the Church Walking Group at their monthly outings, planning and leading many of their walks.
He also greatly enjoyed his weekly visits to the Church Café, meeting old friends and today’s Jordanhill pupils.
Peter Whyte had a distinguished career in education and a very long, successful and eventful life, and is
remembered with great affection by his many friends and former colleagues.
Iain Mann
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Nil by Mouth
On 27th October 2016 Rosie Thompson (Captain
2012-13) returned to Jordanhill School to launch a
new campaign aimed at challenging sectarian attitudes
in Scotland.
Rosie along with fellow City of Glasgow College public
relations student Samantha Strain launched their ‘Tip
of the Iceberg’ campaign alongside leading charity Nil
by Mouth.
The campaign aims to encourage schools to look at the
causes of sectarianism beyond football including history,
social media and the influence of family members.
Tip of the Iceberg is the latest campaign by City of
Glasgow College and Nil by Mouth, the charity set
up by former Evening Times Scotswoman of the Year
Cara Henderson.
The Pitch Perfect competition asked students to design
a poster aimed at raising awareness of sectarianism.
Winning entries were selected by a panel made up
of prominent media figures and voluntary sector leaders. Earlier this year the charity secured more
than £1500 in support of Pitch Perfect from the Crerar Hotels Trust and Young Enterprise Scotland.
The winning poster is also being used as part of Nil by Mouth's education programme which, over
the past 12 months, has been delivered to more than 10,000 pupils in 100 schools across Scotland.
Nil by Mouth Campaign Director Dave Scott said:
“We’ve been hugely impressed by the creativity shown by Rosie and Samantha and they were very
keen to come back to their high schools to launch the campaign. We have always found that our most
effective campaigns are those which harness the creativity and imagination of young people and the
quality of the artwork produced by the students was exceptional.”
He added: “No one can deny that football has an issue with sectarianism, but there is a temptation to
simply lay all the blame at the game’s feet and fail to recognise other factors which can contribute to
the problem. Two thirds of sectarian arrests have nothing to do with football and it’s important that
schools don’t limit discussion to the sport. This campaign very cleverly uses images which get these
points across effectively and we will be using it as part of our ‘Champions for Change’ educational
programme during 2017.”
Rosie said: “Equality is very important for our generation and we wanted to come up with a campaign
that got people thinking about an old problem in a new way. We also felt that targeting schools gives
us an opportunity to stimulate some debate in the classroom and hopefully see young people being
able to have real and informed conversations on a subject that can often be misunderstood. We are
delighted that the charity will be pushing our campaign over the next few months.”
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LFEE French Immersion
Course
LFEE has delivered professional development training
in language learning for teachers in Europe since 2002.
Based in Edinburgh, LFEE Europe’s teaching team consists
of French native speakers who are all experienced and
fully qualified teachers who promote French language and
culture throughout Europe.
The French Immersion Courses, are supported by the
British Council, under the new Erasmus European funding
programme. Following an application to Erasmus+,
Jordanhill Primary Department was granted the maximum
funding for eight Primary Teachers to attend week long
French immersion courses in Salignac or Lyon during
session 2016-17.
This wonderful professional development opportunity
supports the Scottish Government’s Modern Languages
1+2 initiative which sees our pupils learning French from
Primary 1 onwards.

The Basilica of Notre-Dame de Fourvière, Lyon

Our first group of Primary teachers enrolled in immersion courses in July 2016, based in the village of
Salignac, about 15 Kilometres North-East of Sarlat, in the Dordogne area of South-West France. Attending
classes throughout the mornings and some of the afternoons, which allowed teachers time to explore
the local markets, castles and
the famous caves at Centre
International d'Ar t Pariétal
Montignac-Lascaux.
The Dordogne was a wonderful
base for the course. It was
particularly enjoyable being able
to explore the cliff-top villages
of Domme and Beynac-etCazenac, with a 12th-century
castle and to-die-for views.
Close to that were also the
charming La Roque-Gageac
built right into the cliff side and
enchanting Sarlat’s pictureperfect medieval buildings and
winding streets. Learning new
language skills is a wonderful
experience, especially when
you get to experience so many
aspects of a nation’s cultural life
at close quarters.
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The Dordogne

During the October break,
three of our infant staff
were lucky enough to
attend the week’s course
in Lyon.
What a vibrant city to visit!
C'est sans aucun doute
la ville de la gastronomie!
The week consisted of
daily classes alongside
cultural immersion
opportunities, such as, an
open top bus tour of the
city, a walking tour led by a
French guide, a trip to the
cinema to watch a French
film, and practising French
vocabular y throughout
the day.

The Saône, Lyon

The course encourages
professionals to share best
practice and enabled all
practitioners to feel more
confident in the delivery of
the French curriculum with
a fun, engaging approach.
On retur n to school,
staff have continued to
liaise with the network of
support provided by the
course, including other
professionals throughout
the countr y, as well as
LFEE tutors to share ideas
and resources.
The staff have returned
enthused by their
experiences and have
been eager to share with
their fellow colleagues.

Amphitheatre, Lyon

Primary Teachers Participating
Catherine McKendrick, Lorna MacGregor, Shona Sinclair, Alister Cameron
and Caroline Beaton
Three more teachers will complete the programme in April: Jess McCall,
Marian Quinn and Claire Fleming

Lauren White
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Expressive Art

Yvonne Mather - Still Life
Amy McElroy - Self portrait

Olivia Webster - Self Portrait
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Anna Lee - still life

Kirsty Richardson - Still Life

Ahwa Habeeb - Portrait

Chiara Van Den Hoven - Self portrait

Hannah McIntyre - Still Life
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There is a lot happening
in Science!
Primary showcase experiences
This year, the science department have led a number
of showcase and hands on events for primary pupils.
These have varied from seasonal demonstrations at
Halloween for P3 and Christmas with P6, to curricular
augmentation through practical science for P4 pupils in
their Castles topic and P1 pupils learning of the magic
of Mr Marvel!
These sessions have been engaging, fun-filled and
motivational; showcasing practical science to inspire
pupils and maintain strong links between primary and
secondary teaching teams.

Maggots as Medieval Medicine

Mr Marvel’s Magic

Chemiluminescence

Extra-curricular Secondary Science
S1 pupils have enjoyed a weekly science club where they
have tried their hand at dissections, hover-craft engineering,
alchemy, rocket launching and extreme-combustions!
The Go4Set S2 team have newly formed and they are
preparing their entry into the Glasgow city heats at the City
Chambers in April. Their chosen goal is to complete a research
and design task of a sustainable school. They will present their
model, report and proposal for the consideration of the team
of engineers, councillors and sponsors.
Ice explosion
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Six pupils entered Talent 2030 engineering competition. This
competition in concluded in December where the team produced an
engineering solution to world sustainability. One team designed an air
pollution filter for kerbside use in populated areas. The other team
designed a temporary shelter for homeless people. Both teams worked
extremely hard and produced excellent products which will be displayed
in the science department.
March brings the excitement of British Science week where the
department hopes to commit to a repeat of the success of “Demo Day”.
S1 and S2 science pupils enjoyed exploring all of the discrete sciences in
a series of educational and dramatic science demonstrations.

Airzooka

The weekly Zoology club have been polishing their skills in animal
husbandry in the daily care of Alan the axolotl and the department aquarium. Additionally, they have enjoyed
hosting visiting lectures from the Dogs trust, and Zoolab and ornithologist Dr Guill McIver. Senior pupils have
enjoyed opportunities in leadership where they have delivered sessions on owl pellets and animal anatomy.
The pupils and the science teaching team have benefitted from many community and external links and
continue to welcome expertise from professionals, companies, further education links and STEM contacts.
Please contact any member of the science team if you would like to be involved.

Dr Guill McIver “Bird Man!”

Zoolab guests!

Go4Set teams
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Danish Partnership
The design and technology department
in Jordanhill has been maintaining a Flickr
stream for a number of years as a way
of celebrating the work of the pupils in
the department. It is a way of showcasing
the hard work and skills development of
the pupils we teach and the photos have
had literally millions of hits since we set
it up. In May 2014 the department was
approached by a Danish educationalist
who had been so impressed by these
images he wanted to visit the school as
part of a trip to the Scottish Learning
Festival.
In September 2014, around 20 Head
Teachers and educational consultants spent a morning in the department. We discussed our approach to
design and the strategies we use to steer pupils through a structured design process. They were struck by
the range of creative responses evident in the pupils’ work and were keen to learn more about how they
might begin to use such ideas in their own schools. In discussion it became clear that while they had recently
developed a new curriculum for design, they felt it lacked a clear structure and purpose and expressed an
interest in further links with the department to share methodologies that they could utilize with their staff.
The following year, a larger party of curriculum leaders visited the department again on the back of the
success of the previous visit. Following this visit, we agreed to explore the possibility of Mr Jennings working
directly with Danish teachers as part of their professional development.
This led to the opportunity for Mr Jennings to visit the Aarhus Municipality for a 4 day visit incorporating a
2 day design workshop with 30 Danish teachers and presentation to the school board and staff. Although
it was challenging to work through a full design process over just 2 days, the participants were very positive
in their feedback and found it a rewarding experience.
Mr Jennings very much enjoyed the hospitality of his Danish hosts and hopes to maintain these links with
them in future. We anticipate that there will be further chances to explore educational opportunities in
the future.

Visit to AROS Gallery in Aarhus
Impressive realism and use of scale
in Ron Mueck’s work
Mueck’s preliminary sketches give an
insight to his design thinking
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Graphics Shed
‘Graphics Shed’ was set up in August 2016
to provide suppor t for pupils hoping to
consolidate and explore new graphics skills.
Over the last few months the group have
been experimenting with techniques in print
media and vector based software. This has
led to experiments in laser cut components
using the facilities at Maklab at Charing Cross
in Glasgow.
The team have really taken ownership of the
Examples of precision laser cutting in ply
creative direction of “The Shed.” Membership
of the Maklab, a digital fabrication studio, has
opened up a whole range of exciting new
possibilities. Recent projects included the successful laser cut decorations which sold out at the Christmas
fayre. The team are currently working on T-shirt, jewelry and clock designs.

The Shed Team sporting their own t-shirt designs
The success of the Shed has opened up a whole range of manufacturing opportunities for the department.
National 5 Design & Manufacture candidates are keen to exploit the possibilities that this technology allows.
We hope that The Shed will allow us to experiment further and lead to innovations in the way that ideas
are developed and refined. We look forward to the time savings that an in house laser cutting solution
might afford us in the future.
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Scottish Opera The Tale of Tam o’ Shanter
On the 27th of Januar y, 2017,
the Primar y 6 and Primar y 5A
classes took part in an operatic
performance of Robert Burns’ Tam
o’ Shanter. Luckily for us, we had the
Scottish Opera on the case to teach
us all we needed to know.
Tam o’ Shanter was chosen to tie
in with the Primary 6 Burns Supper.
At the Burns Supper, we had a small
production of the story. However,
when the Scottish Opera came to
the school, we learned their routine
in under a day.
The performance included Tam,
Kate and Nannie. Nannie was the
head of the Witches Crew, which
I was in as well. The costumes
we wore made the whole thing
exciting. Mr Kean kindly helped us
learn the songs.
A very large number of parents and
grandparents came along to view
the performance and appreciate all
of our hard work.
A big thanks to the Scottish Opera
from us all!
Anna Hazard P6A
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Primary 6 Burns Supper 2017
The Preparations
With only a few weeks to go and 140 guests invited, there were a lot
of things to do. The preparations were long and hard. First, we came up
with a name, we had a vote and the winner was the Wee Rabbie Bus. We
then made invitations that were shaped like a bus. We sent this with a
menu to each of our guests. Once our theme was picked we started the
artwork to cover the refectory. We made background scenes and props
including a giant phone. Paint was everywhere and there was paper all
over the floor, the classroom was a mess.
At our homes, we were practicing our songs and speeches constantly, we
all had a part on the night. We also made tablet to give to every guest.
After everything was done, we just had to find some tartan to wear on
the big night. We couldn’t wait!
The On Gauns
At the star t when the guests were
arriving. Fraser Smith was playing his
bagpipes brilliantly. P6 then got into neat
lines and waited for all the guests to be
ready for us to sing Touch the Sky
from Brave. After the song the chair
people, Angus and Olivia, spoke and told
the guests the theme, a tour bus called
The Wee Rabbie Bus.
Fraser Smith piped in the haggis, there
was an Address to the Haggis and
Fraser piped the haggis back into the kitchen. We then had dinner. Some people had sausage, mash and
beans, some had haggis, neeps and tatties, and people had the vegetarian option. Dinner was delicious.
After the meal, it was time
for poems and toasts.
There was a Toast to
the Lassies, Toast to
the Laddies and Toast
to the Queen. The poems
were Tae a Fart, Rain
Draps, Banks O Doon
and lots more . At the
end, P6 sang Caledonia
and we then went to the
main hall to have a ceilidh.
Everyone had fun all night.
We had a great night and
we are disappointed it is all
over. We learned that we can pull off big performances and can work amazingly well as a team!
Ruth Thomson, Erin Mee and Daniel Seve, P6
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Green Flag 4
Learning for Sustainability remains at the heart of the school’s work. Having secured
permanent Eco School status in 2014 we were delighted that the continuing good
work of the pupils and staff on the Eco Committee was recognised with the award
of a fourth Green Flag in January.
We are pleased to be able to reintroduce the recycling of plastic and paper waste.
Separate bins for general waste and recycled materials are being introduced into the
playgrounds while the Refectory and Atrium will have specialist receptacles for food,
general waste and recycling.

The Glasgow Herald 50 Years Ago
“A Glasgow team last night won the final of the Scottish Schools' debating competition, organised by the English
Speaking Union. Isabel Nisbet and Alastair Scoullar of Jordanhill College School were the unanimous choice of
the three adjudicators, said the presiding judge, Mr Alastair Warren, editor of The Glasgow Herald.” (Herald 2nd
March 1967)
Readers will perhaps remember Isabel’s father, Professor Henry Nisbet, who was Professor of Education at
Glasgow University for many years and a local resident. Isabel and her brother Roger were both distinguished
pupils, and went on to very successful careers in the civil service and medicine respectively.

From the Archives
“For the first time in some years, the School and its grounds are more or less our own. The building programme has
been completed and the last of our workmen departed. During this programme we have added a new refectory with
our own kitchen, a new gymnasium with dressing rooms and showers, and a new practical block to house science,
technical subjects, homecraft and art; and the main building has been altered so that it now provides accommodation
for a large secondary and a large primary library, and two rooms for the private study of senior pupils.”
William Branston, Rector 1967

25 Years Ago
“We have emerged from a long period of construction work with a school that
is much improved. Not only have lifts been installed but our playgrounds have
been resurfaced, rooms repainted, and the efforts of the pupils have ensured
that the area around the school is a much greener and more pleasant space
to be.The new huts have been made operational and all departments involved
are benefitting enormously.”
Bill Bedborough, Rector 1992
From the school magazine 1992,
can you name this lovely couple?

Editor

The refectory was extended hugely in 2007. The huts were demolished in 2008 on completion of the south
campus building at which time Art transferred into this building. Our wildlife garden was created at this time
while in 2009 the former Art department was converted to create new Science laboratories.
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Christmas 2016

(Left) S4 Crawfurd

(Right) S4 Montgomerie

(Left) S4 Smith

(Right) S4 St John
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Christmas 2016

(Left) S5 Crawfurd

(Right) S5 Montgomerie

(Left) S5 Smith

(Right) S5 St John
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Christmas 2016

(Right) S6 Crawfurd

(Left) S6 Montgomerie

(Right) S6 Smith

(Left) S6 St John
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Nuala Lynch Small

Jordanhill School
45 Chamberlain Road
Glasgow,
G13 1SP
Tel: 0141 576 2500
Fax: 0141 576 2555
Email: friends@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
Web: www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
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